Many real world data mining applications involve obtaining predictive models using data sets with strongly imbalanced distributions of the target variable. Frequently, the least common values of this target variable are associated with events that are highly relevant for end users (e.g. fraud detection, unusual returns on stock markets, anticipation of catastrophes, etc.). Moreover, the events may have different costs and benefits, which when associated with the rarity of some of them on the available training data creates serious problems to predictive modelling techniques. This paper presents a survey of existing techniques for handling these important applications of predictive analytics. Although most of the existing work addresses classification tasks (nominal target variables), we also describe methods designed to handle similar problems within regression tasks (numeric target variables). In this survey we discuss the main challenges raised by imbalanced distributions, describe the main approaches to these problems, propose a taxonomy of these methods and refer to some related problems within predictive modelling.
Introduction
Predictive modelling is a data analysis task whose goal is to build a model of an unknown function Y = f (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X p ), based on a training sample { x i , y i } n i=1 with examples of this function. Depending on the type of the variable Y , we face either a classification task (nominal Y ) or a regression task (numeric Y ). Models are obtained through an optimisation process that tries to find the "optimal" model parameters according to some criterion. The most frequent criteria are the error rate for classification and the mean squared error for regression. For some real world applications it is of key importance that the obtained models are particularly accurate at some subrange of the domain of the target variable. Examples include diagnostic of rare diseases, forecasting rare extreme returns on financial markets, among many others. Frequently, these specific sub-ranges of the target variable are poorly represented on the available training sample. In these cases we face what is usually known as a problem of imbalanced data distributions, or imbalanced data sets. In other words, in these domains the cases that are more important for the user are rare and few exist on the available training set. The conjugation of the specific preferences of the user with the poor representation of these situations creates problems to modelling approaches at several levels. Namely, we typically need (i) special purpose evaluation metrics that are biased towards the performance of the models on these rare cases, and moreover, we need means for (ii) making the learning algorithms focus on these rare events. Without addressing these two questions, models will tend to be biased to the most frequent (and uninteresting for the user) cases, and the results of the "standard" evaluation metrics will not capture the competence of the models on these rare cases.
In this paper we provide a general definition for the problem of imbalanced domains that is suitable for both classification and regression tasks. We present an extensive survey of existing performance assessment measures and approaches to the problem of imbalanced data distributions. Existing surveys address only the problem of imbalanced domains for classification tasks (e.g. Kotsiantis et al. (2006) ; He and Garcia (2009) ; Sun et al. (2009) ). Therefore, the coverage of performance assessment measures and approaches to tackle both classification and regression tasks is an innovative aspect of our paper. Another key feature of our work is the proposal of a broader taxonomy of methods for handling imbalanced domains. Our proposal extends previous taxonomies by including post-processing strategies.
The main contributions of this work are: i) provide a general definition of the problem of imbalanced domains suitable for classification and regression tasks; ii) review the main performance assessment measures for classification and regression tasks under imbalanced domains; iii) provide a taxonomy of existing approaches to tackle the problem of imbalanced domains both for classification and regression tasks; and iv) describe the most important techniques to address this problem.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the problem of imbalanced data distributions and the type of existing approaches to address this problem. Section 3 describes several evaluation metrics that are biased towards performance assessment on the relevant cases in these domains. Section 4 provides a taxonomy of the modelling approaches to imbalanced domains, describing some of the most important techniques in each category. Finally, Section 5 explores some problems related with imbalanced domains and Section 6 concludes the paper.
Problem Definition
As we have mentioned before the problem of imbalanced data distributions occurs in the context of predictive tasks where the goal is to obtain a good approximation of the unknown function Y = f (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X p ) that maps the values of a set of p predictor variables into the values of a target variable. These approximations to the function are obtained using a training data set D = { x i , y i } n i=1 . At the center of the problem of imbalanced distribution is the fact that the user assigns more importance to the performance of the obtained approximation on a subset of the range of values of the target variable Y . Let us express this user preference bias by an importance or relevance function φ() that maps the values of the target variable into a range of importance, where 1 is maximal importance and 0 minimum relevance,
where Y is the domain of the target variable Y . Suppose the user defines a relevance threshold t R which sets the boundary above which the target variable values are relevant for the user. Let D R ∈ D be the subset of the training samples for which the relevance of the target value is high (or above t R ), i.e. D R = { x i , y i ∈ D : φ(y i ) > t R }, and D N ∈ D be the subset of the training sample with the normal (or less important) cases, i.e D N = { x i , y i ∈ D : φ(
The problem of imbalanced data sets can be described by the following assertions:
• φ(Y ) is not uniform across the domain of Y
• The cardinality of the set of examples D R is much smaller than the cardinality of D N
• Standard evaluation criteria for both learning the models and evaluating their performance assume an uniform φ(Y ), i.e. they are insensitive to φ(Y ).
In this context, we potentially have a situation where the obtained models are sub-optimal with respect to the user-preference biases, and moreover, the metrics used to evaluate them are not in accordance with these biases and thus may be misleading.
Regarding the evaluation issue, traditional metrics are not adequate as they do not take into account the user preferences. Several solutions have been proposed to address this problem and overcome existing difficulties, mainly for classification tasks.
With respect to the inadequacy of the obtained models a large number of solutions has also appeared in the literature. We propose a categorisation of these approaches that considers three types of strategies: (i) modifications on the learning algorithms, (ii) changes on the data before the the learning process takes place and finally (iii) transformations applied to the predictions of the learned models.
Performance Metrics for Imbalanced Domains
Obtaining a model from data can be seen as a search problem guided by an evaluation criterion that establishes a preference ordering among different alternatives. The main problem of imbalanced data sets lies on the fact that they are often associated with an user preference bias towards the performance on cases that are poorly represented in the available data sample. Standard evaluation criteria tend to focus the evaluation of the models on the most frequent cases, which is against the user preferences on these tasks. In fact, the use of common metrics in imbalanced domains can lead to sub-optimal classification models (He and Garcia, 2009; Weiss, 2004; Kubat and Matwin, 1997) and might produce misleading conclusions since these measures are insensitive to skewed domains (Ranawana and Palade, 2006; Daskalaki et al., 2006) . As such, selecting proper evaluation metrics plays a key role in the task of correctly handling data imbalance. Adequate metrics should not only provide means to compare the models according to the user preferences, but can also be used to drive the learning of these models.
As the problem of imbalanced domains has been addressed mainly in classification problems, there are far more solutions for this type of tasks. We start by addressing the problem of evaluation metrics in classification and then move to regression. Table 1 summarises the main references concerning performance assessment proposals for imbalanced domains in classification and regression.
Task type (Section) Main References Classification (3.1) Estabrooks and Japkowicz (2001) ; Kubat et al. (1998); Bradley (1997 ) Provost et al. (1998 ; Davis and Goadrich (2006 ; Ranawana and Palade (2006 Hand (2009) 
Metrics for Classification Tasks
The confusion matrix for a two-class problem presents the results obtained by a given classifier (cf. 2 ) and its complement error rate are the most frequently used metrics for estimating the performance of learning systems in classification problems. For two-class problems, accuracy can be defined as follows,
Considering a user preference bias towards the minority (positive) class examples, accuracy is not suitable because the impact of the least represented, but more important examples, is reduced when compared to that of the majority class. For instance, if we consider a problem where only 1% of the examples belong to the minority class, an high accuracy of 99% is achievable by predicting the majority class for all examples. Yet, all minority class examples, the rare and more interesting cases for the user, are misclassified. This is worthless when the goal is the identification of the rare cases.
The metrics used in imbalanced domains must consider the user preferences and, thus, should take into account the data distribution. To fulfill this goal several performance measures were proposed. From Table 2 the following measures (cf. Equations 3-8) can be obtained, true positive rate (recall or sensitivity) : T P rate = T P T P +F N (3) true negative rate (specif icity ) :
f alse positive rate : F P rate = F P T N +F P (5) f alse negative rate : F N rate = F N T P +F N (6) positive predictive value (precision ) : P P value = T P T P +F P (7) negative predictive value :
However, as some of these measures exhibit a trade-off and it is impractical to simultaneously monitor several measures, new metrics have been developed, such as the F-measure (Rijsbergen, 1979) ,the geometric mean (Kubat et al., 1998) or the receiver operating characteristic (ROC ) curve (Egan, 1975) .
The F-Measure (F β ), a combination of both precision and recall, is defined as follows:
where β is a coefficient to adjust the relative importance of recall with respect to precision (if β = 1 precision and recall have the same weight, large values of β will increase the weight of recall whilst values less than 1 will give more importance to precision). F β is commonly used and is more informative about the effectiveness of a classifier on predicting correctly the cases that matter to the user (e.g. Estabrooks and Japkowicz (2001) ). This metric value is high when both recall (a measure of completeness) and precision (a measure of exactness) are high.
An also frequently used metric when dealing with imbalanced data sets is the geometric mean (G-Mean) which is defined as:
(10) G-Mean is an interesting measure because it computes the geometric mean of the accuracies of the two classes, attempting to maximise them while obtaining good balance.
Two popular tools used in imbalanced domains are the receiver operating characteristics (ROC ) curve (cf. Figure 1 ) and the corresponding area under the ROC curve (AUC ) (Metz, 1978) . Provost et al. (1998) proposed ROC and AUC as alternatives to accuracy. The ROC curve allows the visualisation of the relative trade-off between benefits (T P rate ) and costs (F P rate ). The performance of a classifier for a certain distribution is represented by a single point in the ROC space. A ROC curve consists of several points each one corresponding to a different value of a decision/threshold parameter used for classifying an example as belonging to the positive class.
However, comparing several models through ROC curves is not an easy task unless one of the curves dominates all the others (Provost and Fawcett, 1997) . Moreover, ROC curves do not provide a single-value performance score which motivates the use of AUC. The AUC (cf. Equation 11) allows the evaluation of the best model on average. Still, it is not biased towards the minority class.
Precision-recall curves (PR curves) are recommended for highly skewed domains where ROC curves may provide an excessively optimistic view of the performance (Davis and Goadrich, 2006) . PR curves have the recall and precision rates represented on the axes. A strong relation between PR and ROC curves was found by Davis and Goadrich (2006) . Several other measures were proposed for dealing with some particular disadvantages of the previously mentioned metrics. For instance, a metric called dominance (García et al., 2008) (cf. Equation 12 ) was proposed to deal with the inability of AUC and G-Mean to explain how each class contributes to the overall performance.
This measure ranges from −1 to +1.A value of +1 represents situations where perfect accuracy is achieved on the minority (positive) class, but all cases of the majority class are missed. A value of −1 corresponds to the opposite situation.
Another example is the index of balanced accuracy (IBA) (García et al., , 2010 ) (cf. Equation 13) which quantifies a trade-off between an index of how balanced both class accuracies are and a chosen unbiased measure of overall accuracy.
where (1 + α · dominance) is the weighting factor and M represents any performance metric. Several other metrics exist such as optimized precision (Ranawana and Palade, 2006) , adjusted geometric mean Palade, 2009, 2012) , H-measure (Hand, 2009 ) or B42 (Thai-Nghe et al., 2011 . All of them try to overcome some specific disadvantage detected in another metric when addressingthe challenge of assessing the performance in imbalanced domains.
Metrics for Regression Tasks
Very few efforts have been made regarding evaluation metrics for regression tasks in imbalanced domains. Performance measures commonly used in regression, such as Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) (cf. Equations 14 and 15) are not adequate to these specific problems. These measures assume an uniform relevance of the target variable domain and evaluate only the magnitude of the error.
Although the magnitude of the numeric error is important, for tasks with imbalanced distribution of the target variable, the metric must also be sensitive to the errors location within the target variable domain, because as in classification tasks, users of these domains are frequently biased to the performance on poorly represented values of the target. A simple solution, such as the introduction of weights, would not fulfil this goal because it would neglect the errors of predicting a rare value when it is a normal one .
Within finance several attempts have been made for considering differentiated prediction costs through the proposal of asymmetric loss functions (Zellner, 1986; Cain and Janssen, 1995; Diebold, 1996, 1997; Crone et al., 2005; Granger, 1999; Lee, 2008) . However, the proposed solutions, such as LIN-LIN or QUAD-EXP error metrics, all suffer from the same problem: they can only distinguish between over-and underpredictions. Therefore, they are still unsuitable for addressing the problem of imbalanced domains with a user preference bias towards some specific ranges of values.
Following the efforts made within classification, some attempts were made to adapt the existing notion of ROC curves to regression tasks. One of these attempts is the ROC space for regression (RROC space) (Hernández-Orallo, 2013) which is motivated by the asymmetric loss often present on regression applications where both over-estimations and under-estimations entail different costs. RROC space is defined by plotting the total overestimation and under-estimation on the x-axis and y-axis, respectively (cf. Figure 2 ). RROC curves are obtained when the notion of shift is used, which allows to adjust the model to an asymmetric operating condition by adding or subtracting a constant to the predictions. The notion of dominance can also be assessed by plotting the curves of different regression models, similarly to ROC curves in classification problems. Other evaluation metrics were explored, such as the Area Over the RROC curve (AOC ) which was shown to be equivalent to the error variance. In spite of the importance of this approach, it still only distinguishes over from under predictions. Another relevant effort towards the adaptation of the concept of ROC curves to regression tasks was made by Bi and Bennett (2003) with the proposal of Regression Error Characteristic (REC ) curves that provide a graphical representation of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the error of a model. These curves plot the error tolerance and the accuracy of a regression function which is defined as the percentage of points predicted within a given tolerance . REC curves illustrate the predictive performance of a model across the range of possible errors (cf. Figure 3) . The Area Over the Curve (AOC ) can also be evaluated and is a biased estimate of the expected error of a model (Bi and Bennett, 2003) . REC curves, although interesting, are still not sensitive to the error location across the target variable domain. To address this problem Regression Error Characteristic Surfaces (RECS ) (Torgo, 2005) were proposed. These surfaces incorporate an additional dimension into REC curves representing the cumulative distribution of the target variable. RECS show how the errors corresponding to a certain point of the REC curve are distributed across the range of the target variable (cf. Figure 4 ). This tool allows the study of the behaviour of alternative models for certain specific values of the target variable. By zooming on specific regions of REC surfaces we can carry out two types of analysis that are highly relevant for some application domains. The first involves checking how certain values of prediction error are distributed across the domain of the target variable, which tells us where this type of errors are more frequent. The second type of analysis involves inspecting the type of errors a model has on a certain range of the target variable that is of particular interest to us. Another existing approach is the precision/recall evaluation framework, based on the concept of utility-based regression Torgo and Ribeiro, 2007) . Utility-based regression establishes the notion of relevance of the target variable values and the existence of a non uniform relevance across the domain of this variable. In this context, the usefulness of a prediction dependes on both the numeric error of the prediction (which is provided by a certain loss function L(ŷ, y)) and the relevance (importance) of the predictedŷ and true y values. The relevance function, φ(), is a continuous function as defined in Equation 1 which expresses the importance of the target variable values. Considering the goal of being accurate at rare extreme values, describes some methods for automatically obtaining these functions. The methods are based on the simple observation that, in these cases, the notion of relevance is inversely proportional to the target variable probability. Figure 5 shows an example of the relevance function φ in a data set where the high extreme values of the target variable are the most important, and Figure 6 shows the corresponding utility surface .
Using this utility-based framework, the notions of precision and recall were adapted to regression problems with non-uniform relevance of the target values by Ribeiro (2009) and . defines the notion of event using the concept of utility. In this context, the ratios of the two metrics are also defined as functions of utility, finally lead- ing to definitions of precision and recall for regression 1 . The notion of utility led to the proposal of other measures, such as the Mean Utility and Normalized Mean Utility . These metrics are derived from the utility and enable the comparison of different regression models according to the user preference bias.
Modelling Strategies for Handling Imbalanced Domains
Imbalanced domains raise significant challenges when building predictive models. The scarce representation of the most important cases leads to models that tend to be more focused on the normal examples, neglecting the rare events. Several strategies have been developed to address this problem, mainly in a classification setting. We propose that the existing approaches to learn under imbalanced data distributions can be grouped into the following four main categories:
• Data Pre-processing;
• Special-purpose Learning Methods;
• Prediction Post-processing;
• Hybrid Methods.
1 Full details can be obtained in Chapter 4 of .
Data Pre-processing approaches include solutions that pre-process the given imbalanced data set, changing the data distribution to make standard algorithms focus on the cases that are more relevant for the user. These methods have the following advantages: (i) can be applied to any existing learning tool; and (ii) the chosen models are biased to the goals of the user (because the data distribution was previously changed to match these goals), and thus it is expected that the models are more interpretable in terms of these goals. The main inconvenient of this strategy is that it may be difficult to relate the modifications in the data distribution with the target loss function.This means that mapping the given data distribution into an optimal new distribution according to the user goals is not easy.
Special-purpose learning methods comprise solutions that change the existing algorithms to be able to learn from imbalanced data. The following are important advantages: (i) the user goals are incorporated directly into the models; and (ii) it is expected that the models obtained this way are more comprehensible to the user. The main disadvantages of these approaches are: (i) the user is restricted in his choice to the learning algorithms that have been modified to be able to optimise his goals, or has to develop new algorithms for the task; (ii) if the target loss function changes, the model must be relearned, and moreover, it may be necessary to introduce further modifications in the algorithm which may not be straightforward; and (iii) it requires a deep knowledge of the learning algorithms implementations.
Prediction Post-processing approaches use the original data set and a standard learning algorithm, only manipulating the predictions of the models according to the user preferences and the imbalance of the data. As advantages, we can enumerate that: (i) it is not necessary to be aware of the user preference biases at learning time; (ii) the obtained model can, in the future, be applied to different deployment scenarios (i.e. different loss functions), without the need of re-learning the models or even keeping the training data available; and (iii) any standard learning tool can be used. However, these methods also have some drawbacks: (i) the models do not reflect the user preferences; (ii) the models interpretability is meaningless as they were obtained optimising a loss function that is not in accordance with the user preference bias.
Approaches following these three types of strategies will be reviewed in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, and will include solutions for both classification and regression tasks. In Section 4.4 hybrid solutions will be addressed. Hybrid methods combine approaches of different types trying to take advantage of their best characteristics. Figure 7 synthesizes the different existing approaches within each of the categories. 
Data Pre-processing
Pre-processing strategies consist of methods of using the available data set in a way that is more in accordance with the user preference biases. This means that instead of applying a learning algorithm directly to the provided training data, we will first somehow pre-process this data according to the goals of the user. Any standard learning algorithm can be applied to the pre-processed data set.
Existing data pre-processing approaches can be grouped into three main types:
• re-sampling: change the data distribution of the data set forcing the learner to focus on the least represented examples;
• active learning: actively selecting the best (more valuable) samples to learn, leaving the ones with less information to improve the learner performance;
• weighting the data space: modify the training set distribution using information concerning misclassification costs, such that the learned model avoids costly errors. Table 3 summarizes the main bibliographic references for data pre-processing strategies.
Re-sampling
Applying re-sampling strategies to obtain a more balanced data distribution is an effective solution to the imbalance problem Batuwita and Palade, 2010a; Fernández et al., 2008 Fernández et al., , 2010 . Table 3 : Pre-processing strategy types, corresponding sections and main bibliographic references However, changing the data distribution may not be as easy as expected. Decide what is the optimal distribution is not straightforward as it is a domain dependent decision. Moreover, it was proved for classification tasks that a perfectly balanced distribution does not always provide optimal results (Weiss and Provost, 2003) . In this context, some solutions were proposed to find the right amount of re-sampling for a data set (Weiss and Provost, 2003; Chawla et al., 2005 Chawla et al., , 2008 .
For classification problems, changing the class distribution of the training data improves classifiers performance on an imbalanced context because it imposes non-uniform misclassification costs. This equivalence between the two concepts of altering the data distribution and the misclassification cost ratio is well-known and was first pointed out by Breiman et al. (1984) .
The existing re-sampling strategies are based on a diverse set of techniques such as: random under/over-sampling, distance methods, data cleaning approaches, clustering algorithms, synthesising new data or evolutionary algorithms. We now briefly describe the most significant re-sampling strategies.
Two of the most simple re-sampling approaches that can be applied are under-and over-sampling. The first one removes data from the original data set reducing the sample size, while the second one adds data increasing the sample size. In random under-sampling, a random set of majority class examples are discarded. This may eliminate useful examples leading to a worse performance. Oppositely, in random over-sampling, a random set of copies of minority class examples is added to the data. This may increase the likelihood of overfitting, specially for higher over-sampling rates . Moreover, it may decrease the classifier performance and increase the computational effort.
Random under-sampling was also used in the context of ensembles. Namely, it was combined with boosting , bagging Chang et al., 2003; Tao et al., 2006) and was applied to both classes in random forests in a method named Balanced Random Forest (BRF) .
For regression tasks, Torgo et al. (2013) perform random under-sampling of the common values as a strategy for addressing the imbalance problem. This method uses a relevance function and an user defined threshold to determine which are the common and uninteresting values that should be under-sampled.
Despite the potential of randomly selecting examples, under-and oversampling strategies can also be carried out by other, more informed, methods. For instance, under-sampling can be accomplished resorting to distance evaluations (Chyi, 2003; Mani and Zhang, 2003) . These approaches perform under-sampling based on a certain distance criteria that determines which are the examples from the majority class to include in the training set. These strategies are very time consuming which is a major disadvantage, specially when dealing with large data sets.
Under-sampling can also be achieved through data cleaning methods. The main goal of these methods is to identify possibly noisy examples or overlapping regions and then decide on the removal of examples. One of those methods uses Tomek links (Tomek, 1976) which consist of points that are each other's closest neighbours, but do not share the same class label. This method allows for two options: only remove Tomek links examples belonging to the majority class or eliminate Tomek links examples of both classes . The notion of Condensed Nearest Neighbour Rule (CNN) (Hart, 1968) was also applied to perform under-sampling (Kubat and Matwin, 1997). CNN is used to find a subset of examples consistent with the training set, i.e., a subset that correctly classifies the training examples using a 1-nearest neighbour classifier. CNN and Tomek links methods were combined in this order by Kubat and Matwin (1997) in a strategy called One-Sided-Selection (OSS), and in the reverse order in a proposal of Batista et al. (2004) .
Recognition-based methods as one-class learning or autoencoders offer the possibility to perform the most extreme type of under-sampling where all the examples from the majority class are removed. In this type of approach, and contrary to discrimination-based inductive learning, the model is learned using only examples of the target class, and no counter examples are included. This lack of examples from the other class(es) is the key distinguishing feature between recognition-based and discrimination-based learning.
One-class learning tries to set up boundaries which surround the target concept. This method starts by measuring the similarity between the target class and an object. Classification is then performed using a threshold on the obtained similarity score. One-class learning methods have the disadvantage of requiring the tuning of the threshold imposed on the similarity. In fact, this is a sensitive issue because if we choose a too narrow threshold the minority class examples are disregarded. However, too wide thresholds may lead to including examples from the majority class. Therefore, establishing an efficient threshold is vital with this method. Also, some learners actually need examples from more than one class and are unable to adapt to this method. Despite all these possible disadvantages, recognition-based learning algorithms have been proved to provide good prediction performance in most domains. Developments made in this context include one-class SVMs (e.g. Schölkopf et al. (2001) ; Manevitz and Yousef (2002) ; Raskutti and Kowalczyk (2004) ; Zhuang and Dai (2006b,a) ; Lee and Cho (2006) ) and the use of an autoencoder (or autoassociator) (e.g. Japkowicz et al. (1995); ). Bellinger et al. (2012) investigated the performance variations of binary and one-class classifiers for different levels of imbalance. The results on both artificial and real world data sets showed that as the level of imbal-ance increased, the performance of binary classifiers decreased, whereas the performance of one-class classifiers stayed relatively stable.
Imbalanced domains can influence the performance and the efficiency of clustering algorithms (Xuan et al., 2013) . However, due to their flexibility, several approaches appeared for dealing with imbalanced data sets using clustering methods . For instance, the cluster-based oversampling (CBO) algorithm proposed by Jo and Japkowicz (2004) addresses both the imbalance problem and the problem of small disjuncts. Small disjuncts are subclusters of a certain class which have a low coverage, i.e., classify only few examples (Holte et al., 1989) . CBO consists of clustering the training data of each class separately with the k-means technique and then performing random over-sampling in each cluster. All majority class clusters are over-sampled until they reach the cardinality of the largest cluster of this class. Then the minority class clusters are over-sampled until both classes are balanced maintaining all minority class subclusters with the same number of examples. Several other proposals based on clustering techniques exist (e.g. Lee (2006, 2009); Cohen et al. (2006) ).
Another important approach for dealing with the imbalance problem as a pre-processing step, is the generation of new synthetic data. Several methods exist for building new synthetic examples. Most of the proposals are focused on classification tasks. Synthesising new data has several known advantages Menardi and Torelli, 2010) , namely: (i) reduces the risk of overfitting which is introduced when replicas of the examples are inserted in the training set; (ii) improves the ability of generalisation which was compromised by the over-sampling methods. The methods for synthesising new data can be organized in two groups: (i) one that uses interpolation of existing examples, and (ii) another that introduces perturbations.
A famous method that uses interpolation is the synthetic minority oversampling technique -SMOTE . SMOTE algorithm over-samples the minority class by generating new synthetic data. This technique is then combined with a certain percentage of random undersampling of the majority class that depends on a user defined parameter. Artificial data is created using an interpolation strategy that introduces a new example along the line segment joining a seed example and one of its k minority class nearest neighbours. The number of minority class neighbours (k) is another user defined parameter. For each minority class example a certain number of examples is generated according to a predefined oversampling percentage.
SMOTE algorithm has been applied with several different classifiers and was also integrated with boosting and bagging .
SMOTE generates synthetic examples with the positive class label disregarding the negative class examples which may lead to overgeneraliza-tion (Yen and Lee, 2006; Maciejewski and Stefanowski, 2011; Yen and Lee, 2009 ). This strategy may be specially problematic in the case of highly skewed class distributions where the minority class examples are very sparse, thus resulting in a greater chance of class mixture.
The group of techniques that introduces perturbations for generating new data does not suffer from this problem. Lee (1999) proposed an oversampling method that produces noisy replicates of the rare cases while keeping the majority class unchanged. The synthetic examples are generated by adding normally distributed noise to the minority class examples. This simple strategy was tested with success, and a new version was developed by Lee (2000) . This new approach generates, for a given data set, multiple versions of training sets with added noise. Then, an average of multiple model estimates is obtained.
Another framework, named ROSE (Random Over Sampling Examples), for dealing with the problem of imbalanced classification was presented by Menardi and Torelli (2010) based on a smoothed bootstrap re-sampling technique. ROSE generates a more balanced and completely new data set from the given training set combining over-and under-sampling. One observation is draw from the training set by giving the same probability to both existing classes. A new example is generated in the neighbourhood of this observation, using a width for the neighbourhood determined by a chosen smoothing matrix.
Several other proposals exist for classification tasks (e.g. Liu et al. (2007) ; Martínez ). However, for regression problems only one method for generating new synthetic data was proposed. Torgo et al. (2013) have adapted the SMOTE algorithm to regression tasks. Three key components of the SMOTE algorithm required adaptation for regression: (i) how to define which are the relevant observations and the "normal" cases; (ii) how to generate the new synthetic examples (i.e. over-sampling); and (iii) how to determine the value of the target variable in the synthetic examples. Regarding the first issue, a relevance function and a user-specified threshold were used to define D R and D N sets. The observations in D R are over-sampled, while cases in D N are under-sampled. For the generation of new synthetic examples the same interpolation method used in SMOTE for classification was applied. Finally, the target value of each synthetic example was calculated as an weighted average of the target variable values of the two seed examples. The weights were calculated as an inverse function of the distance of the generated case to each of the two seed examples.
Some drawbacks identified in the SMOTE algorithm motivated the appearance of several variants of this method Han et al., 2005; Bunkhumpornpat et al., 2009; Chawla et al., 2003; He et al., 2008; Maciejewski and Stefanowski, 2011; Ramentol et al., 2012b; Verbiest et al., 2012; Stefanowski and Wilk, 2007) .
We can identify three main types of SMOTE variants: (i) application of some pre-or post-processing before or after the use of SMOTE; (ii) apply SMOTE only in some selected regions of the input space; or (iii) introducing small modifications to the SMOTE algorithm. Most of the first type of SMOTE variants start by applying the SMOTE algorithm and, afterwards, use a post-processing mechanism for removing some data. Examples of this type of approaches include: SMOTE+Tomek , SMOTE+ENN , SMOTE+FRST (Ramentol et al., 2012b) or SMOTE+RSB (Ramentol et al., 2012a ). An exception is the Fuzzy Rough Imbalanced Prototype Selection (FRIPS) (Verbiest et al., 2012) method that pre-processes the data set before applying the SMOTE algorithm. The second type of SMOTE variants only generates synthetic examples in specific regions that are considered useful for the learning algorithms. As the notion of what is a good region is not straightforward, several strategies were developed. Some of these variants focus the synthesising effort on the borders between classes while others try to find which are the harder to learn instances and concentrate on these ones. Examples of these approaches are: Borderline-SMOTE , ADASYN and DBSMOTE . Another approach to re-sampling concerns the use of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). These algorithms started to be applied to imbalanced domains as a strategy to perform under-sampling through a prototype selection (PS) procedure (e.g. García et al. (2006a) ; ). García et al. (2006a) made one of the first contributions with a new evolutionary method proposed for balancing the data set. The method presented uses a new fitness function designed to perform a prototype selection process. Some proposals have also emerged in the area of heuristics and metrics for improving several genetic programming classifiers performance in imbalanced domains .
However, EA have been used for more than under-sampling. More recently, Genetic Algorithms (GA) and clustering techniques were combined to perform both under and over-sampling . Evolutionary under-sampling has also been combined with boosting .
Finally, several other interesting methods have appeared which combine some of the previous techniques (Stefanowski and Wilk, 2008; Bunkhumporn-pat et al., 2011; Songwattanasiri and Sinapiromsaran, 2010; Yang and Gao, 2012) Some attention has also been given to SVMs, leading to proposals such as the one of Kang and Cho (2006) where an ensemble of under-sampled SVMs is presented. Multiple different training sets are built by sampling examplesfrom the majority class and combining them with the minority class examples. Each training set is used for training an individual SVM classifier. The ensemble is produced by aggregating the outputs of all individual classifiers. Another similar approach is the EnSVM which adopts a rebalance strategy combining the over-sampling strategy of SMOTE algorithm and under-sampling to form a number of new training sets while using all the positive examples.Then, an ensemble of SVMs is built.
Several ensembles have been adapted and combined with re-sampling approaches to better tackle the problem of imbalanced domains. Essentially, for every type of ensembles, some attempt has been made. For a more complete review on ensembles for the class imbalance problem see Galar et al. (2012) .
Active Learning
Active learning is a semi-supervised strategy in which the learning algorithm is able to interactively obtain information from the user. Although this method is traditionally used with unlabelled data, it can also be applied when all class labels are known. In this case, the active learning strategy provides the ability of actively selecting the best, i.e. the most informative, examples to learn from.
Several approaches for imbalanced domains based on active learning have been proposed (Ertekin et al., 2007b,a; Zhu and Hovy, 2007; . These approaches are concentrated on SVM learning systems and are based on the fact that, for this type of learners, the most informative examples are the ones closest to the hyperplane.
This property is used to guide under-sampling by selecting the most informative examples , i.e., choosing the examples closer to the hyperplane.
More recent developments try to combine active learning with other techniques to further improve learners performance. Ertekin (2013) presents a novel adaptive over-sampling algorithm named Virtual Instances Resampling Technique Using Active Learning (VIRTUAL), that combines the benefits of over-sampling and active learning. Contrary to traditional resampling methods, which are applied before the training stage, VIRTUAL generates synthetic examples for the minority class during the training pro-cess. Therefore, the need for a separate pre-processing step is discarded. In the context of learning with SVMs, VIRTUAL outperforms competitive over-sampling techniques both in terms of generalisation performance and computational complexity. developed a method that combines SMOTE and active learning with SVMs.
Some efforts have also been made for integrating active learning with other classifiers. Hu (2012) proposed an active learning method for imbalance data using the Localized Generalization Error Model (L-GEM) of radial basis function neural networks (RBFNN).
Weighting the Data Space
The strategy of weighting the data space is a way of implementing costsensitive learning. In fact, misclassification costs are applied to the given data set with the goal of selecting the best training distribution. Essentially, this method is based on the fact that changing the original sampling distribution by multiplying each case by a factor that is proportional to its importance (relative cost), allows any standard learner to accomplish expected cost minimisation on the original distribution. Although it is a simple technique and easy to apply, it also has some drawbacks. There is a risk of model overfitting and it is also possible that the real cost values are unavailable which can introduce the extra difficulty of exploring effective cost setups.
This approach has a strong theoretical foundation, building on the Translation Theorem derived by Zadrozny et al. (2003) . Namely, to obtain a modified distribution biased towards the costly classes, the training set distribution is modified with regards to misclassification costs. Zadrozny et al. (2003) presented two different ways of accomplishing this conversion: in a transparent box or in a black box way. In the first, the weights are provided to the classifier while for the second a careful subsampling is performed according to the same weights. The first approach cannot be applied to an arbitrary learner, while the second one results in severe overfitting if re-sampling with replacement is used. Thus, to overcome the drawbacks of the later approach, the authors have presented a method called costproportionate rejection sampling which accepts each example in the input sample with probability proportional to its associated weight. Wang and Japkowicz (2010) proposes an ensemble of SVMs with asymmetric misclassification costs. The proposed system works by modifying the base classifier (SVM) using costs and uses boosting as the combination scheme. 
Special-purpose Learning Methods
The approaches at this level consist of solutions that modify existing algorithms to provide a better fit to the imbalanced training data. The task of developing a solution based on algorithm modifications is not an easy one. It requires a deep knowledge of both the learning algorithm and the target domain. In order to perform a modification on a selected algorithm, it is essential to understand why it fails when the distribution is skewed. Also, some of the adaptations assume that a cost/cost-benefit matrix is known for different error types, which is frequently not the case. On the other hand, these methods have the advantage of being very effective in the contexts for which they were designed.
Existing solutions for dealing with imbalanced domains at the learning level are focused on the introduction of modifications in the algorithm preference criteria. Table 4 summarizes the main bibliographic references for strategies involving modifications of algorithms.
The incorporation of benefits and/or costs (negative benefits) in existing algorithms, as a way to express the utility of different predictions, is one of the known approaches to cope with imbalanced domains. This includes the well known cost-sensitive algorithms for classification tasks which directly incorporate costs in the learning process. In this case, the goal of the prediction task is to minimise the total cost, knowing that misclassified examples may have different costs. In an imbalanced context, the cost of misclassifying a minority class example is superior to the cost of misclassifying a majority class example and, usually, there is no cost associated with making a correct prediction.
The research literature includes several works describing the adaptation of different classifiers in order to make them cost-sensitive. For decision trees, the impact of the incorporation of costs under imbalanced domains was addressed by Regarding support vector machines several ways of integrating costs have been considered such as assigning different penalties to false negatives and positives or including a weighted attribute strategy (Yuanhong et al., 2009 ) among others . Regarding neural networks, the possibility of making them cost-sensitive has also been considered (e.g. Zhou and Liu (2006) for optimizing misclassification cost, feature subset and intrinsic structure parameters. Alejo et al. (2007) propose two strategies for dealing with imbalanced domains using RBF neural networks which include a cost function in the training phase. Ensembles have also been considered in the cost-sensitive framework to handle imbalanced domains. Several ensemble methods have been successfully adapted to include costs during the learning phase. However, boosting was the most extensively explored. AdaBoost is the most representative algorithm of the boosting family. When the class distribution is imbalanced, AdaBoost biases the learning (through the weights) towards the majority class, as it contributes more to the overall accuracy. Several proposals appeared which modify AdaBoost weight update process by incorporating cost items so that examples from different classes are treated unequally. Important proposals in the context of imbalanced distributions are: RareBoost ), AdaC1, AdaC2 and AdaC3 , and BABoost ). All of them modify the AdaBoost algorithm by introducing costs in the used weight updating formula. These proposals differ in how they modify the update rule. Random Forests have also been adapted to better cope with imbalanced domains undergoing a cost-sensitive transformation. Chen et al. (2004) proposes a method called Weighted Random Forest (WRF) for dealing with highly-skewed class distributions based on the Random Forest algorithm. WRF strategy operates by assigning a higher misclassification cost to the minority class. For an extensive review on ensembles for handling class imbalance see Galar et al. (2012) .
Several other solutions exist that also modify the preference criteria of the algorithms while not relying directly on the definition of a cost/costbenefit matrix. Regarding SVMs, several proposals try to bias the algorithm so that the hyperplane is further away from the positive class because the skew associated with imbalanced data sets pushes the hyperplane closer to the positive class. Wu and Chang (2003) accomplish this with an algorithm that changes the kernel function. Fuzzy Support Vector Machines for Class Imbalance Learning (FSVM-CIL) was a method proposed by . This algorithm is based on an SVM variant for handling the problem of outliers and noise called FSVM (Lin and Wang, 2002) and improves it for also dealing with imbalanced data sets. Potential Support Vector Machine (P-SVM) differs from standard SVM learners by defining a new objective function and constraints. An improved P-SVM algorithm ) was proposed to better cope with imbalanced data sets.
k -NN learners were also adapted to cope with the imbalance problem. Barandela et al. (2003) present a weighted distance function to be used in the classification phase of k -NN without changing the class distribution. This method assigns different weights to the respective classes and not to the individual prototypes. Since more weight is given to the majority class, the distance to minority class examples becomes much lower than the distance to examples from the majority class. This biases the learner to find their nearest neighbour among examples of the minority class.
A new decision tree algorithm -Class Confidence Proportion Decision Tree (CCPDT) -was proposed by Liu et al. (2010) . CCPDT is robust and insensitive to class distribution and generates rules that are statistically significant. The algorithm adopts a new proposed measure,called Class Confidence Proportion (CCP), which forms the basis of CCPDT. CCP measure is embedded in the information gain and used as the splitting criteria. In this algorithm, a new approach , using Fisher exact test, to prune branches of the tree that are not statistically significant is presented.
Hellinger distance was introduced as a decision tree splitting criterion to build Hellinger Distance Decision Trees (HDDT) . This proposal was shown to be insensitive towards class distribution skewness. More recently, Cieslak et al. (2012) recommended the use of bagged HDDTs as the preferred method for dealing with imbalanced data sets when using decision trees.
For regression tasks, some works have addressed the problem of imbalanced domains by changing the splitting criteria of regression trees (e.g. Torgo and Ribeiro (2003) ; Ribeiro and Torgo (2003) ).
In Wu and Chang (2005) the Kernel Boundary Alignment algorithm (KBA) is proposed. This method adjusts the boundary towards the majority class by modifying the kernel matrix generated by a kernel function according to the imbalanced data distribution.
An ensemble method for learning over multi-class imbalanced data sets, named ensemble Knowledge for Imbalance Sample Sets (eKISS), was proposed by Tan et al. (2003) . This algorithm was specifically designed to increase classifiers sensitivity without losing the corresponding specificity. The eKISS approach combines the rules of the base classifiers to generate new classifiers for final decision making.
Recently, more sophisticated approaches were proposed as the Dynamic Classifier Ensemble method for Imbalanced Data (DCEID) presented by Xiao et al. (2012) . DCEID combines dynamic ensemble learning with costsensitive learning and is able to adaptively select the more appropriate ensemble approach. For regression problems one work exists that is able to tackle the problem of imbalanced domains through an utility-based algorithm. The utilitybased Rules (ubaRules) approach was proposed by . ubaRules is an utility-based regression rule ensemble system designed for obtaining models biased according to a specific utility-based metric. The system main goal is to obtain accurate and interpretable predictions in the context of regression problems with non-uniform utility. It consists in two main steps: generation of different regression trees, which are converted to rule ensembles, and selection of the best rules to include in the final ensemble. An utility function is used as criterion at several stages of the algorithm.
All these algorithm modification strategies are specifically designed to address the problem of imbalanced domains and have great potential. However, some disadvantages exist, such as: i) an often unavailable cost/costbenefit matrix; ii) the need of a deep knowledge of the selected learner to accomplish a good modification of the preference criteria and iii) the difficulty of using an already existing method with a different learning system which contrasts with pre-processing approaches.
Prediction Post-processing
For dealing with imbalanced domains at the post-processing level, we will consider two main types of solutions:
• threshold method: uses the ranking provided by a score, that expresses the degree to which an example is a member of a class, to produce several learners by varying the threshold for class membership;
• cost-sensitive post-processing: associates costs to prediction errors and minimizes the expected cost. Table 5 summarizes the main bibliographic references of post-processing strategies.
Threshold Method
Some classifiers are named soft classifiers because they provide a score which expresses the degree to which an example is a member of a class. This score can, in fact, be used as a threshold to generate other classifiers. This task can be accomplished by varying the threshold for an example belonging to a class Weiss (2004) . A study of this method concluded that the operations of moving the decision threshold, applying a sampling Table 5 : Post-processing strategy types, corresponding sections and main bibliographic references strategy, and adjusting the cost matrix produce classifiers with the same performance.
Cost-sensitive Post-processing
Several methods exist for making models cost-sensitive in a post hoc manner. This type of strategy was mainly explored for classification tasks and aims at changing only the model predictions for making it cost-sensitive (e.g. Domingos (1999) ; Sinha and May (2004) ). This means that these approaches could potentially be applicable to imbalanced data distributions. However, to the best of our knowledge, these methods have never been applied or evaluated on these tasks. In regression , introducing costs at a post-processing level has only recently been proposed (Bansal et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2011) . It is an issue still under-explored with few limited solutions. Similarly to what happens in classification, no progress was yet made for evaluating these solutions in imbalanced domains. However, one interesting proposal called reframing (Hernández-Orallo, 2012 , 2014 was recently presented. Although not developed specifically for imbalanced domains, this framework aims at adjusting the predictions of a previously built model to different data distributions. Therefore, it is also potentially suitable for being applied to the problem of imbalanced domains. The notion of reframing was established as the process of applying a previously built model to a new operating context by the proper transformation of inputs, outputs and patterns. The reframing framework acts at a post-processing level, changing the obtained predictions by adapting them to a different distribution.
The reframing method essentially consists of two steps:
• the conversion of any traditional crisp regression model with one parameter into a soft regression model with two parameters, seen as a normal conditional density estimator (NCDE), by the use of enrichment methods;
• the reframing of an enriched soft regression model to new contexts by an instance-dependent optimisation of the expected loss derived from the conditional normal distribution. 
Hybrid Methods
In recent years, several methods involving the combination of some of the basic approaches described in the previous sections, have appeared in the research literature. Due to their characteristics these methods can be seen as hybrid methods to handle imbalanced distributions. They try to capitalise on some of the main advantages of the different approaches we have described previously.
Existing hybrid approaches combine the use of re-sampling strategies with special-purpose learning algorithms. Table 6 summarizes the main bibliographic references concerning these strategies.
Re-sampling and Special-purpose Learning Methods
One of the first hybrid strategies was presented by Estabrooks and Japkowicz (2001) and Estabrooks et al. (2004) . The motivation for this proposal is related to the fact that a perfectly balanced data may not be optimal and that the right amount of over/under-sample to apply is difficult to determine. To overcome these difficulties, a mixture-of-experts framework was proposed (Estabrooks and Japkowicz, 2001; Estabrooks et al., 2004) in an architecture with three levels: a classifier level, an expert level and an output level. The system has two experts in the expert level: an under-sampling expert and an over-sampling expert. The architecture incorporates 10 classifiers on the over-sampling expert and another 10 classifiers on the under-sampling expert. All these classifiers are trained in data sets re-sampled at different rates of over and under-sampling, respectively. At the classifier level an elimination strategy is applied for removing the learners that are considered unreliable according to a predefined test. Then a combination scheme is applied both at the expert and output levels. These combination schemes use the following simple heuristic: if one of the classifiers decides that the example is positive so does the expert, and if one of the two experts decides that the example is positive so does the output level. This strategy is clearly heavily biased towards the minority (positive) class.
A different idea involving re-sampling and the combination of different learners was proposed by Kotsiantis and Pintelas (2003) . The proposed approach uses a facilitator agent and three learning agents each one with its own learning system. The facilitator starts by filtering the features of the data set. The filtered data is then passed to the three learning agents. Each learning agent re-samples the data set, learns using the respective system (Naive Bayes, C4.5 and 5NN) and returns the predictions for each instance back to the facilitator agent. Finally, the facilitator makes the final prediction according to majority voting.
In the proposal of Phua et al. (2004) re-sampling is performed and then stacking and boosting are used together. The applied re-sampling strategy partitions the data set into eleven new data sets which include all the minority class examples and a portion of the majority class examples. The proposed system uses three different learners (Naive Bayes, C4.5 and backpropagation classifier) each one processing the eleven partitions of the data. Bagging is used to combine the classifiers trained by the same algorithm. Then stacking is used to combine the multiple classifiers generated by the different algorithms identifying the best mix of classifiers.
Other approaches combine pre-processing techniques with bagging and boosting, simultaneously, composing an ensemble of ensembles. EasyEnsemble and BalanceCascade algorithms (Liu et al., 2009 ) are examples of this type of approach. Both algorithms use bagging as the main ensemble method and use Adaboost for training each bag. As for the pre-processing technique, both construct balanced bags by randomly under-sampling examples from the majority class. In EasyEnsemble algorithm all Adaboost iterations can be performed simultaneously because each Adaboost ensemble uses a previously determined subset of the data. All the generated classifiers are combined for a final solution. On the other hand, in the BalanceCascade algorithm, after the Adaboost learning, the majority examples correctly classified with higher confidence are discarded from further iterations. Wang (2008) presents an approach that combines the SMOTE algorithm with Biased-SVM (Veropoulos et al., 1999) . The proposed approach applies the Biased-SVM in the imbalanced data and stores the obtained support vectors from both classes. Then SMOTE is used to over-sample the support vectors with two alternatives: only use the obtained support vectors or use the entire minority class. A final classification is obtained with the new data using the biased-SVM.
Finally, a strategy using a clustering method based on class purity maximization is proposed by Yoon and Kwek (2005) . This method generates clusters of pure majority class examples and non-pure clusters based on the improvement of the clusters class purity. When the clusters are formed, all minority class examples are added to the non-pure clusters and a decision tree is built for each cluster. An unlabelled example is clustered according to the same algorithm. If it falls on a non-pure cluster, the decision tree committee votes the prediction, but if it falls on a pure majority class cluster the final prediction is the majority class.If the committee votes for a majority class prediction, then that will be the final prediction. Onn the other hand, if it is a minority class prediction, then the example will be submitted to a final classifier which is constructed using a neural network.
Related Problems
In this section we describe some problems that frequently coexist with imbalanced data distributions and further contribute to degrade the performance of predictive models. These related problems have been addressed mainly within a classification setting. Problems such as small disjuncts, class overlap and small sample size, usually coexist with imbalanced classification domains and are also identified as possible causes of classifiers performance degradation (Weiss, 2004; He and Garcia, 2009; Sun et al., 2009 ). We will briefly describe the major developments made for the following related problems: class overlapping or class separability, small sample size and lack of density in the training set, high dimensionality of the data set, noisy data and small disjuncts.
The overlap problem occurs when a given region of the data space contains an identical number of training cases for each class. In this situation, a learner will have an increased difficulty in distinguishing between the classes present on the overlapping region. The problems of imbalanced data sets and overlapping regions were mostly treated separately. However, in the last decade, some attention was given to the relationship between these two problems (Prati et al., 2004a; García et al., 2006b ). The combination of imbalanced domains with overlapping regions causes an important deterioration of the learner performance and both problems acting together produce much more difficulties than expected when considering their effects individually (Denil and Trappenberg, 2010) . Recent works (Alejo Eleuterio et al., 2011; Alejo et al., 2013) presented combinations of solutions for handling, simultaneously, both the class imbalance and the class overlap problem and apply a blend of techniques for addressing these issues.
The small training set, or small sample problem, is also naturally related with imbalanced domains. In effect, having too few examples from the minority class will prevent the learner from capturing their characteristics and will hinder the generalisation capability of the algorithm. The relation between imbalanced domains and small sample problems was addressed by Japkowicz and Stephen (2002) and Jo and Japkowicz (2004) , where it was highlighted that class imbalance degrades classification performance in small data sets although this loss of performance tends to gradually reduce as the training set size increases. As expected, the subconcepts defined by the minority class examples can be better learned if their number can be increased.
The small sample problem may trigger problems such as rare cases (Weiss, 2005) , which bring an additional difficulty to the learning system. Rare examples are extremely scarce cases that are difficult to detect and use for generalisation. The small training set problem may also be accompanied by a variable class distribution that may not match the target distribution. Forman and Cohen (2004) showed that, for imbalanced domains, obtaining a balanced training set is not the most favourable setting and classifiers performance can be greatly improved by non-random sampling that favours the minority class.
In some domains, such as text classification, the imbalance problem coexists with high dimensional data sets, i.e., domains with a high number of predictors. The main challenge here is to adequately select features that contain the key information of the problem. Feature selection is recommended (Wasikowski and Chen, 2010) and is also pointed as the solution for addressing the class imbalance problem (Mladenic and Grobelnik, 1999; Zheng et al., 2004; Chen and Wasikowski, 2008; Van Der Putten and Van Someren, 2004; Forman, 2003) . Several proposals exist for handling the imbalance problem in conjunction with the high dimensionality problem, all using a feature selection strategy (Zheng et al., 2004; Forman and Cohen, 2004; Chu et al., 2010) .
Noise is a known factor that usually affects models performance. In imbalanced domains, noisy data has a greater impact on the least represented examples (Weiss, 2004) . A recent study (Seiffert et al., 2011) on the effect of noise in a data set intrinsically characterised by the presence of both class imbalance and class noise concluded that, generally, class noise has a more significant impact on learners than imbalance. It was also noticed that the interaction between the level of imbalance and the level of noise within a data set is a significant factor, and that studying these two cal effects individually may not be sufficient.
One of the most studied related problems is the problem of small disjuncts which is associated to the imbalance in the subclusters of each class in the data set (Japkowicz, 2001; Jo and Japkowicz, 2004) . When a subcluster has a low coverage, i.e., it classifies few examples, it is called small (Holte et al., 1989) . Small disjuncts are a problem because the learners are typically biased towards classifying large disjuncts and therefore they will tend to overfit and misclassify the cases in the small disjuncts. This problem is often present along with the problem of class imbalance in real world data sets and the connection between the two problems is not yet well understood Jo and Japkowicz (2004) . Due to the importance of these two problems, several works address the relation between the problem of small disjuncts and the class imbalance problem (Japkowicz, 2003; Weiss and Provost, 2003; Jo and Japkowicz, 2004; Pearson et al., 2003; Japkowicz, 2001; Prati et al., 2004b) . A new metric called error concentration (Weiss and Hirsh, 2000) was proposed for evaluating the error concentration towards the smaller disjuncts. The work in Weiss (2010) analyses the impact of several factors on small disjuncts and in the error distribution across disjuncts. Among the studied factors are pruning, training-set size, noise and class imbalance. Regarding pruning, it was not considered an effective strategy for dealing with small disjuncts in the presence of class imbalance (Prati et al., 2004b; Weiss, 2010) . Weiss (2010) also concluded that even with a balanced data set, errors tend to be concentrated towards the smaller disjuncts. However, when there is class imbalance, the error concentration increases. Moreover, the increase in the class imbalance also increases the error concentration. Thus, class imbalance is partly responsible for the problem with small disjuncts, and artificially modifying the class distribution of the training data to be more balanced, causes a decrease in the error concentration.
All the considered problems coexist and are related with the imbalance problem. The conjunction of these problems with imbalanced domains tends to further degrade the classifiers performance and therefore this relationship should not be ignored.
Conclusions
Imbalanced domains pose important challenges to existing approaches to predictive modelling. In this paper we propose a formulation of the problem of modelling using imbalanced data sets that includes both classification and regression tasks. We present a survey of the state of the art solutions for obtaining and evaluating predictive models for both classification and regression tasks. We propose a new taxonomy for the existing approaches grouping them into: (i) data pre-processing, (ii) special-purpose learning methods and (iii) prediction post-processing.
Most existing solutions to modelling under imbalanced distributions are focused on classification tasks. This fact is also present on previous surveys of this important research area. In this paper, we propose the first survey that also addresses existing approaches to imbalanced data sets within regression tasks.
Finally, we describe some problems that are strongly related with imbalanced data distributions, highlighting works that explore the relationship of these other problems with imbalance data sets.
